Three Ring Multi Strand Bracelet

Materials

Five 8 inch pieces of 275 cord
*Can hollow each cord
Three ¾ inch split rings
One magnet clasp

{Cost for this project starts at $6.05}
Click here for our tutorials page

Step 1: Overlap two split rings slightly with the right one on top.

Step 2: With the first strand of cord, weave it up through the left ring then down through the space where the two overlap.

Step 3: Bring the second cord over the left ring and up through the space where the two rings overlap.

Step 4: Lay the third ring on top of the second one as shown.
World's Largest Selection of **USA** made 550 Paracord in 1,000 + colors/patterns at only $4.99 per 100 Ft.

**Step 5:** Bring the second cord down through the space where the second and third rings overlap then up over the right side of the third ring.

**Step 6:** Now bring the first cord up through the space where the second and third rings overlap then down through the third ring.

**Step 7:** Weave the third cord following the same pattern as the first cord.

**Step 8:** Weave the fourth cord the same as the second cord.

**Step 9:** Weave the fifth cord the same as the first and third. Now make sure your rings are centered on your cords and the cord ends are even, trim the length if desired.

Glue and attach your magnet clasp to all cords on both ends. Let dry completely for about an hour.